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Welcome to the BSO Midweeks!
On behalf of the BSO Associate Conductor, Nicholas Hersh, the members of the
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, and the BSO Education Department, we are
delighted to welcome you to our 2019-2020 Midweek Concert Series. With the
BSO’s Midweek Concert series as the longest running education initiative at the
BSO (running since February 16, 1924), and the first regular educational concert
series of any orchestra in the country, we are thrilled to have you join us here at
the Joseph Meyerhoff Symphony Hall.
This Midweek Concert Season, we present four concert programs Lemony
Snicket’s The Composer is Dead, The Snowman, Classical Mash-Up!, and
Through the Telescope. Each concert incorporates an Arts-Integrated, STEAMActivated approach to create a relevant, interactive, and interdisciplinary
experience.

About This Guide
On the next pages you will find the Teachers’ Guide for Classical Mash-Up, written by a
highly skilled group of Maryland educators with specialism in Music, Drama, Science,
English/Language Arts, and Visual Arts, led by award-winning curriculum writer and editor,
Richard McCready.
At the start of the guide is a “Snapshot” of your concert experience. This will give you a
sense of what to expect in the concert, along with some thoughts about the various
curricular connections, and music we suggest you listen to in the classroom before the
performance.
Beyond the Snapshot pages you will find a variety of activities, called “Mash-Ups,” to signify
the various directions that you can explore in order to prepare for this concert. Each MashUp may be used in any order you wish. We have also highlighted the various crosscurricular links that align with each Mash-Up so that you may jump to areas that are of
particular interest to you and your students. We hope that your students try at least one
activity prior to coming to the concert so they can make the most of their live experience at
the Meyerhoff.
Each activity is written to encourage students’ natural sense of creativity and exploration.
They will be able to read the activity pages or you can read the activities with them. Some
of the activities are scientific, some are movement games, some employ and encourage art
skills, and some involve storytelling and role-play. You best know your students, their
capabilities, and their interests. You should encourage students to try the activities that you
feel most appropriate for them and for your classroom. Encourage other teachers in your
building to try some of the activities as well.
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These guides are designed and intended as a mere starting point for exploration, with
the essential piece being the work that is created by the student, for the student. Our
ultimate goal is to facilitate a strong connection between the music performed by the
BSO and the everyday lives of your students, so that they may continue to take music
with them wherever they go.
Please feel free to share your students’ work with us at the BSO—we love to see where
the ideas from these activities might take your students and all the inspired, artsintegrated work they will produce in the classroom. If you wish to share any materials
with us at the BSO, please send them to education@bsomusic.org.
We hope you enjoy this guide, your explorations that are yet to come, the concert
experience, and sharing your creative work with us.

Warmly,

Carole Wysocki
Director of Education & Community Engagement
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra

Morgan Daly
Education Programs Manager
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
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Classical Mash-Up
Concert Program
Below is the list of pieces that will be performed on the Classical Mash-Up Midweek
Concerts. Please take a moment to listen to these pieces in advance of the concert on
YouTube, Spotify, or iTunes.
❖
❖
❖
❖

PROKOFIEV: “Montagues and Capulets” from Romeo and Juliet
BACON/WYTOLD: How to Play the Cello
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 10, II. Allegro
BACON*: It’s the Beatbox Baroque Style
(demo & instruction)
❖ BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7, II. Allegretto theme
❖ WYTOLD*: Homework at Home and Bach Remix
❖ BERNSTEIN: Mambo from Overture to West Side Story
*arranged by Eric Allen
About the Artists
Christylez Bacon
Christylez (pronounced chris-styles) Bacon adds a new flavor to hip-hop by mixing musical genres from around the
world through multi-instrumental exploration of beat box (oral percussion), rap, go-go, classical music and beyond. He
frequently performs with artists of diverse backgrounds as part of what Bacon calls his “mission towards cultural
acceptance and unification through music.” Originally from Southeast DC, Christylez Bacon continues to perform and
give back to his native community. Bacon was the first hip-hop artist to be an Artist in Residence at the Strathmore
Performance Arts Center as well as the first hip-hop artist to perform at the Smithsonian Folklife Festival. He has
performed at the National Cathedral, composed a concert for a 12-piece orchestra for the Kennedy Center and
produced multiple albums. He received a 2010 Grammy nomination for children’s CD, Banjo to Beatbox, a
collaboration with folk musicians Cathy Fink and Marcy Marxer.
Wytold
Musician and composer Wytold creates a rock-orchestral experience through looping live stage recordings on six-string
electric cello and acoustic cello. His performances layer the textural effects of percussive bowing and melodic stringplucking, melding the tones of bass, cello, and violin in impressive feats of acoustic engineering. Wytold began his
study of classical cello at the age of ten and expanded his learning experience from private lessons to participation in
school and regional youth orchestras of Northern Virginia. Wytold remixes the instrument’s sounds into modern
classical music compositions. Wytold was a 2012-2013 Artist in Residence at the Strathmore Performance Art Center
and recognized by the 2013 Artist Fellowship Program of the DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities. The film
Blood Brothers, which won the U.S. Grand Jury Prize and U.S. Audience Award for Best Documentary at the 2013
Sundance Film Festival, featured Wytold’s composition “Going For It.”
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Classical Mash-Up
Snapshot for Teachers and Students
Forget your preconceptions of classical music. Boring? No. Outdated? No. For old stuffy people? NO! In this
Classical Mash-Up of powerhouse symphonic repertoire intermixed with hip-hop style improvisation and human
beat boxing over classical standards, you will see how relevant classical music is to today’s pop music. Starting with
Prokofiev’s “Montagues and Capulets” from Romeo and Juliet, be prepared to experience the full sound of a heavy
and powerful orchestra. The low brass and low string instruments playing at a fortissimo (very loud) volume will
shake your seats and send vibrations rattling all through the floorboards. Feel the lilting rhythm of the upper
strings and woodwinds giving a sense of uneasiness and uncertainty – perfectly fitting for the star-crossed lover’s
tragedy Rome and Juliet! Then we will hear from Christylez Bacon and Wytold for a mash-up on “How to Play the
Cello.” With an electric 6-string cello and endless sound effects using looper pedals and audio engineering, you will
never expect a cello to sound like this. After, feel the high anxiety of Shostakovich’s Symphony No. 10, II. Allegro
which was written right after Joseph Stalin’s death. The rhythmic unison string opening and heavy brass and
percussion lends itself to portray the tension that was felt in the world after World War II. A drastic change in style
to the baroque era is launched by Christylez Bacon with “It’s the Beatbox Baroque Style.” See how Bacon mixes
beatboxing with Vivaldi and other baroque era composers to bring new life and transform the 300-year-old music.
Beethoven Symphony No. 7, second movement, Allegretto is a special movement for its simple repeated rhythm
(not unlike the famous opening to his fifth symphony) which is:

This simple rhythm starts at the orchestra’s quietest piano dynamic and gradually crescendos to fortissimo. Even as
the music morphs and develops, this rhythm can be found within the texture throughout the movement. As we
move back over to Wytold and Bacon, we hear another way rhythm develops and changes while keeping the
original pulse with “Homework at Home and Bach Remix” where the original Bach composition is heard but is
developed and grows similarly to how Beethoven developed the seventh symphony. The most modern composer
from our Classical side of this Mash-Up is Leonard Bernstein who wrote West Side Story. As you listen to the
“Mambo” from the Overture to West Side Story, listen for the heavy jazz and Americana style music pulsing
throughout the orchestra. The orchestra comes alive with intricate rhythmic themes, jazz trumpet licks, heavy
percussion, and the boisterous interjections from the orchestra shouting “Mambo!” The excitement is palpable
and makes the audience want to dance, much like pop music today. By observing the juxtaposition of classical
music with modern beatboxing and audio engineering of an electric cello, we can draw the connections between
classical music and pop music today. If you answered yes to any of the questions posed at the beginning of this
Snapshot, we expect you have you changed your mind about classical music now.
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Mash-Up One: Signature Moves!: A Sampling
Circle Game
Create your own circle symphony with sample gestures and sounds from
the whole group! Then try your hand at being a live “people DJ!”

Activity Ideas
Stand in a circle of no more than eight and count off the number of
people in the circle.
•

•
•

Student 1 begins by presenting a short gesture and sound (their
signature move!) to the rest of the group. Then the group repeats
the move and sound back. Make sure you do it exactly.
Student 2 presents a short gesture and sound and everyone repeats
it. Now the group performs moves and sounds 1 and 2 in order.
Student 3 presents a short gesture and sound and the group repeats
it. Now the group performs moves and sounds 1 through 3
in sequence!
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Follow this same pattern until everyone has presented their signature moves and
sounds and the group has performed the entire sequence together. You’ve just
created a sequenced dance song! Try your dance song together and see how fast
you can play it as a group!
Hint: When you are coming up with your gesture and sound, try to think of
something that contrasts in some way with the person before you, so it’s easier for
everyone to remember the sequence.
Variation Two -- Re-Sequence and Mash-up Your Samples!
Now choose a DJ to stand in the middle of the circle. Have the group begin a
backbeat to start. Then, whenever the DJ points at someone they perform their
signature gesture and sound. Try it with the group echoing the moves and sounds
right back!

Let everyone have a turn at being a DJ and see what kind of original dance tunes
you can create together!
Variation Three - Duets!
Stand opposite a partner. Begin Counting to three, over and over again, alternating
who says which number (this is harder than you think!): “1 - 2 - 3 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 1 -2 - 3.
. . “ Do this until you and your partner get a good rhythm going!.
Once you’ve been able to count together without pausing, have the next person who
is supposed to say “One” replace it with a short sound and gesture. This replaces
the word “One’ in your counting: “Bloop!” - 2 - 3 - Bloop! - 2 - 3 - Bloop! -2 - 3 . . .”
Practice this until you get a good rhythm going, then replace the two. Practice! Now
replace the three! Suddenly you have a fun duet dance sequence together! Share
your duet with the rest of the class and see if they and perform it, too!
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Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
❖ Creating
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work
❖ Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.
❖ Connecting
o 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make
art.
English Language Arts Practices
❖ E3: They respond to the varying demands of audience, task, purpose, and
discipline.
Mathematics Practices
❖ M6: Attend to precision
❖ M7: Look for and make use of structure.
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Mash-Up Two:
Persistence of Memory vs. Timex
Advertisers continuously try to affect the subconscious and encourage you to
buy products. When you hear the word Nike you think swoosh. When you
see the golden arches, you know it’s McDonald’s. What would it look like if
you mashed them up? What would you be selling? In the 1920’s surrealist
artists also worked to affect the subconscious by releasing its creativity. They
took everyday objects and made them imaginative. Turn on your imagination
as you set out to create a new advertisement!
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Activity Ideas
1. Determine a product you would like to sell.
2. Select two to four advertisements from magazines that have images that
would help you sell your product. For instance, a photo of a watch may
help you sell watches.
3. These advertisements should all have a color scheme in common so that
they will create a unified final piece.
4. Glue one advertisement onto a 9x12 sheet of white drawing paper.
5. Cut out images from the other pages that you can use to mash-up or
repurpose the original advertisement to sell your new product. You may
place images of watches across a picture of a fancy race car asserting that
your watch will keep people on time. Or you may have a kid holding onto a
watch floating through the air.
6. Work your design like a puzzle deciding where each piece should go before
collaging the entire piece together.

Resources
❖ More about Surrealism
https://www.theartstory.org/movement-surrealism.htm
❖ More about Advertising
https://www.mdgadvertising.com/marketing-insights/a-brief-look-at-thehistory-of-modern-advertising/
❖ More about Collage
https://mymodernmet.com/collage-art-collage/
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Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
❖ Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work
o 3: Refine and complete artistic work.
❖ Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 4: Analyze, interpret, and select artistic work for presentation.
o 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.
❖ Responding
o 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work.
❖ Connecting
o 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make
art.
English Language Arts Practices
❖ E3: They respond to the varying demands of audience, task, purpose, and
discipline.
❖ E4: They comprehend as well as critique.
Mathematics Practices
❖ M1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
❖ M2: Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
❖ M5: Use appropriate tools strategically.
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Mash-Up Three: R&J Remix- Performance
You will create and perform your own rhythmic remix of Sergei
Prokofiev’s “Montagues and Capulets” from Romeo and Juliet using
available instruments - from beatboxing to hand claps, from traditional to
electronic.

Activity Ideas
1. Listen to "Montagues and Capulets" from Romeo and Juliet by
Prokofiev.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p1_JUTAO0SA
2. Watch the R&J REMIX TRACK video paying attention the
arrangement in each section (Intro, Round 1, and Round 2).
Each section is labelled at the top of the Ableton Screen in the
video.
https://youtu.be/OFrtYoP398k
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OPTION 1: Beatboxing
1. Watch “How to Make Basic Beatbox Sounds” on YouTube and learn basic
beatboxing techniques:
https://youtu.be/B6-45rswo0o
2. While the R&J REMIX TRACK plays, create and practice your own beatbox
rhythms along with it. Can you create at least 2 patterns for each round? Can
you try it with two sounds (such as “B” and “Bsh”)? How many different sounds
can you include in your patterns?
3. After practicing, perform your beatbox remix for the rest of your class.
OPTION 2: Finger Drumming with Digital Instruments
1. Open your Digital Audio Workstation (e.g. Ableton Live, Garageband, Logic,
Soundtrap, Bandlab).
2. Load a drum kit instrument and prepare to play your controller (e.g. keyboard,
grid, or computer keyboard)
3. While the R&J REMIX TRACK plays, create and practice your own finger
drum patterns along with it. Can you create at least 2 patterns for each round?
Can you try it with two sounds (such as a Kick and Snare)? How many different
drum sounds can you include in your patterns?

Resources
❖ "Montagues and Capulets" from Romeo and Juliet by Prokofiev:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p1_JUTAO0SA
❖ How to Make Basic Beatbox Sounds: https://youtu.be/B6-45rswo0o
❖ R&J REMIX TRACK [VIDEO] ON YOUTUBE:
https://youtu.be/OFrtYoP398k
❖ R&J REMIX TRACK [VIDEO] DOWNLOAD:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/133YorwIRRDz_ocqn47r8iyX4Qs87PLGZ/view?
usp=sharing
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Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
❖ Creating
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work
❖ Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 5: Develop and refine artistic work for presentation.
English Language Arts Practices
❖ E1: They demonstrate independence.
❖ E6: They use technology and digital media strategically and capably.
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Mash-Up Four: R&J Remix- Production
You will create and produce your own remix of Sergei Prokofiev’s
“Montagues and Capulets” from Romeo and Juliet using a digital audio
workstation (e.g. Ableton Live, GarageBand, Logic, Soundtrap, or
Bandlab).

Activity Ideas
1. Listen to "Montagues and Capulets" from “Romeo and Juliet” by
Prokofiev
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p1_JUTAO0SA
2. Watch the R&J REMIX TRACK video, paying attention to the
arrangement in each section (Intro, Round 1, and Round 2).
You’ll see the sections marked at the top of the Ableton Screen in
the video.
a. https://youtu.be/OFrtYoP398k
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3. Load the R&J REMIX PROJECT
a. OPTION 1 - FOR ABLETON LIVE
i. Download and open the R&J REMIX [ABLETON PROJECT]:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UKGrixlqysI8YsYCGZCwLQGRA-DmgP-?usp=sharing
b. OPTION 2 - FOR OTHER DIGITAL AUDIO WORKSTATIONS
i. Download the R&J REMIX TRACK [STEMS]:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UKGrixlqysI8YsYCGZCwLQGRA-DmgP-

ii. Open your Digital Audio Workstation software and add each stem
to its own audio track with all stems starting at the beginning of
your project (position 1.1.1.).
iii. Create your remix by adding premade drum, percussion, bass, and
melody loops. Alternatively, you can create your remix note-fornote using MIDI tracks and virtual instruments.
iv. For Melody Loops and Bass Loops, look for loops in the key of E
Minor.
v. For Drum and Percussion Loops, look for loops with a triplet
rhythm.
vi. If you like, look at this example in Ableton Live:
https://youtu.be/hI45mBmJDTg
4. Share your remix with the rest of your classmates.
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Resources
❖ "Montagues and Capulets" from Romeo and Juliet by Prokofiev:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p1_JUTAO0SA
❖ R&J REMIX TRACK [VIDEO] ON YOUTUBE:
https://youtu.be/OFrtYoP398k
❖ R&J REMIX TRACK [VIDEO] DOWNLOAD:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/133YorwIRRDz_ocqn47r8iyX4Qs87PLG
Z/view?usp=sharing
❖ R&J REMIX [ABLETON PROJECT] DOWNLOAD:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UKGrixlqysI8YsYCGZCwLQGRA-DmgP-?usp=sharing
❖ R&J REMIX TRACK [STEMS]:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1CRu4gtp4mKS_R06ulrdyMiDTP
AcWXEfn?usp=sharing
❖ R&J REMIX [EXAMPLE VIDEO]: https://youtu.be/hI45mBmJDTg

Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
❖ Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work
o 3: Refine and complete artistic work.
❖ Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 5: Develop and refine artistic work for presentation.
English Language Arts Practices
❖ E1: They demonstrate independence.
❖ E6: They use technology and digital media strategically and capably.
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Mash-Up Five: Hip-Hop Sonnets
What do classical Shakespearean Sonnets and Hip-Hop have in
common? Find out more and then write your own HipHop Sonnet!
Then layer your sonnet/rap over a beat.

Activity Ideas
Is it Hip-Hop or Shakespeare? Try this quiz and listen to an amazing
20-minute Ted Talk by a member of Hip-Hop Shakespeare:
https://www.nosweatshakespeare.com/blog/hip-hop-shakespeare/
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Now try what Akala does and choose a sonnet from the site below and rap it over a
beat. Maybe someone could beatbox a beat for you or play something with found
sounds or body percussion.
Akala raps Sonnet 18, so you can try that one first if you like! Some other good
beginning sonnets are 24, 29, 98 (“From you I have been absent in the Spring”), 104
(“To me, fair friend, you can never be old”), 116 (“Let me not to the marriage of true
mind..”), 130 (“my mistress’ eyes are nothing like the sun…”), and 134 (“So now I have
confessed that he is thine…”)
http://www.shakespeares-sonnets.com/sonnet/14
Now try your own sonnet! Here’s a short guide on how to write a sonnet:
1. Pick an idea for your sonnet
The only rule here is that is must be ONE single idea. That idea could be a person or a
group of people. It can be a feeling, like being happy or being upset. It can even be
about one of your favorite things, like a movie, sports team, song, walk, but it must be
only one thing.
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Fit the line to the rhyme (see what I did there?)
If you’re writing the most familiar kind of sonnet, a Shakespearean sonnet, the rhyme scheme is
like this:

A
B
A
B
C
D
C
D
E
F
E
F
G
G
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You can use this page to help you write your poem!
Every A rhymes with every A, every B rhymes with every B, and so forth. You’ll notice
this type of sonnet consists of three groups of four lines. These are called
quatrains. Then at the end, there are two lines that end with words that rhyme with
one another. That is called a couplet.
Usually, the three quatrains follow a pattern:
•
•
•
•

First quatrain: Introduces you to the subject and tells you how the writer feels
about it
Second quatrain: Theme and metaphor extended or complicated; often, some
imaginative example is given.
Third quatrain: The twist! This often begins with a “but” and shows us some
contrast or problem with the subject.
Couplet: This big ending! This short “tada!” summarizes everything and leaves
the listener with a big feeling that sticks with them.

After you write your sonnet, perform it layered over a beat.

Resources
❖ Listen to an extended interview with Akala here:
https://www.folger.edu/shakespeare-unlimited/akala-hip-hop-shakespeare
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Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards

❖ Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work
o 3: Refine and complete artistic work.
❖ Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 5: Develop and refine artistic work for presentation.
o 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.
❖ Connecting
o 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
English Language Arts Practices
❖ E3: They respond to the varying demands of audience, task, purpose, and
discipline.
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Mash-Up Six: Shostakovich Revamped

Shostakovich’s Tenth Symphony is a very exciting piece of music.
What if you wanted to make it even more exciting? What if you
could add your own twist to the music? Let’s explore how to do a
mash-up of Shostakovich!

Activity Ideas
First listen to the second movement of Shostakovich’s Tenth
Symphony played traditionally:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8pDi5lV2Bo
Now hear it with two pianos being played by four people (eight
hands):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzN1OrTuy_A
And the most fun yet, a heavy metal version with electric guitars:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NXCNYzAyALk
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Let’s use the original music and make it our own. Adding beats and sounds to it may
make it more interesting to you. Notice that this piece has a lot happening already.
Analyze where and how you would add to the music. Your tools would be body
percussion, instruments we have around the classroom, beatboxing, a rap or a mix of all
of these. In groups of about four, listen to the music again and experiment with how you
would “mash-up” this piece. Practice and then present to the other groups.

Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
❖ Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 4: Analyze, interpret, and select artistic work for presentation.
o 5: Develop and refine artistic work for presentation.
o 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.
❖ Responding
o 8: Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.
❖ Connecting
o 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
English Language Arts Practices
❖ E1: They demonstrate independence.
❖ E4: They comprehend as well as critique.
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Mash-Up Seven: Peculiar Creatures
Medusa, Centaurs, Chimeras, Cyclops, Griffins, Hippogriff,
Minotaur… what other mythological creatures can you name? Perhaps
these creatures are the original mash-up artwork. Let’s head off on an
adventure to discover and record a new mythological creature.
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Activity Ideas
1. Discuss mythological and exotic creatures from cultures around the world.
• What is a myth?
• Why did people invent myths?
• What are mythological creatures?
• What cultures have mythological creatures?
• What mythological creatures can you name?
2. Use visual resources to investigate and examine animals.
• Magazines
• Books
• Computers
3. Use observations from the above resources to design your own version of a
mythological creature by combining four or more real animals together into
one unique creature. What questions do you need to ask yourself to build
your creature?
4. Overlap parts and textures of the animals to make your creature convincing.
5. Draw a believable habitat around your mythological creature.
6. Add color to your mythological creature and its environment with oil pastel.
7. If you’re working with others take a gallery walk. Discuss how your mash-up
creatures and their habitats are plausible.

Resources
❖ Helpful mythology sites:
https://visual.ly/community/infographic/history/anthology-mythical-creatures
https://mythologian.net/mythical-creatures-ultimate-list-mythological-creatures/
https://www.ancient-origins.net/myths-legends/ten-mythological-creaturesancient-folklore-001805
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Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
❖ Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
o 3: Refine and complete artistic work.
❖ Responding
o 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work.
❖ Connecting
o 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural and historical
context to deepen understanding.
English Language Arts Practices
❖ E2: They build strong content knowledge.
❖ E6: They use technology and digital media strategically and capably.
❖ E7: They come to understanding other perspectives and cultures.
Mathematics Practices
❖ M1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
Social Studies Practices
❖ SS1: Developing questions and planning inquiry.
❖ SS5: Communicating and critiquing solutions.
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Mash-Up Eight: Exquisite Corpse
Draw a portion of a portrait without seeing the whole picture...until the
end!

Activity Ideas
Picasso was a master of surrealism. He drew portraits containing several
shapes, sizes, and colors. In this activity, you and your group will draw a
portion of a portrait (your choice), without seeing the whole picture.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Have each student accordion fold/ paper fan fold a piece of drawing paper into
four folds. Get into groups of four students.
Set your timer for 20 or maybe 30 seconds, and give the cue, (keeping the
paper folded).
Person 1 draws the head of the portrait. Draw a little bit of the neck on part 2,
fold the paper back, and pass to the next person.
Person 2 draws the upper body and draws reference lines on part 3. Fold the
paper back and pass to person 3.
Person 3 draws the lower body, with reference lines on part 4. Fold the paper
back and pass to person 4.
Person 4 draws the legs (ground/water, etc). Pass the paper back to the first
person and open the portrait and see how abstract the art looks!

Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
❖ Creating
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
❖ Connecting
o 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make
art.
Mathematics Practices
❖ M7: Look for and make use of structure.
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Mash-Up Nine: Make Your Own Show:
Composing with Shakespeare Sampling
A composer or DJ makes a musical composition by combining
different notes, phrases and sounds. Now you can become a theater
composer by improvising your own original scene using samples of
Shakespearean text!

Activity Ideas
Form groups of four or five (no more than six, or it gets a little
crazy!) Pick a theme for your show. Try one of the suggestions
below or think of one of your own. It’s fun for everyone in the room
to have the same theme so you can see all the different skits people
create.
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Potential Show Themes:
“The Best Day Ever!”
“The Best School Day Ever!”
“What Every Adult Should Know About Kids.”
“How to _______________.” (class choice)
“A Modern Fairytale”
“The World of _______________” (class choice)
“This Class is Crazy!”
Now work together to create a skit in which the characters can only speak the following
Shakespearean words (these are from the type of English spoken when Shakespeare was writing,
called Elizabethan English). You can use them in any way you want -- they can be repeated,
spoken slowly or quickly, etc. Think of the words as notes that you can arrange however you
want to tell your story, just as a composer uses notes to compose a song.
Most of your acting will be done with your body and the WAY in which you say the words. Think
about how to show Where you are, Who you are, What is happening, and How everyone feels
about it as clearly as possible!
Your words are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hark! (“Listen!)
Come Hither! (“Come Here!”)
Aye (“Yes”)
Nay (“No”)
Thou Art ( “You are (words of your choice)”) -- i.e., “Thou art sad.” “Thou art a silly
monster!” Thou art beautiful!”, “Though art generous!:, etc.
Fie upon you! (“Ugh! You stink!)

If you want, you can end your piece with one of these famous lines from one of Shakespeare’s
plays:
•
•

What's done is done. (spoken by Lady Macbeth, in “Macbeth”)
Oh, brave new world, that has such creatures in it! (spoken by Miranda, in “The
Tempest”)

Now rehearse your piece! Have fun! Share your finished theater composition with the rest of the
class!
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Extension:
1. Read more about everyday words and phrases we use now that Shakespeare
invented. Create your own list of words to use in a theater skit and exchange them
with another group.
https://writerswrite.co.za/words-shakespeare-invented/
https://writerswrite.co.za/eight-phrases-we-owe-to-william-shakespeare/
2. Read the basic plot of Romeo and Juliet. Tell the basic plot of the story through a
series of frozen stage pictures you create with your bodies and the furniture in the
room. (These stage pictures are called tableaus and have often been used to tell
famous stories to audiences when words would take too long.)
https://www.shakespeare.org.uk/explore-shakespeare/shakespedia/shakespearesplays/romeo-and-juliet/?gclid=CjwKCAjw6vvoBRBtEiwAZqT1aqiYuVusKdaKtDqA0ffkdI38AO7QgUJND3fPA7oB3vNXjhsriiEgBoCwvEQ
AvD_BwE
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Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
❖ Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
o 3: Refine and complete artistic work.
❖ Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 5: Develop and refine artistic work for presentation.
o 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.
❖ Connecting
o 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make
art.
English Language Arts Practices
❖ E3: They respond to the varying demands of audience, task, purpose, and
discipline.
Mathematics Practices
❖ M5: Use appropriate tools strategically.
Social Studies Practices
❖ SS1: Developing questions and planning inquiry.

All images taken from CreativeCommons.org.
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